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Abstract The problem of a total absence of parallel data is present for a large number
of language pairs and can severely detriment the quality of machine translation. We
describe a language-independent method to enable machine translation between a
low-resource language (LRL) and a third language, e.g. English. We deal with cases
of LRLs for which there is no readily available parallel data between the low-resource
language and any other language, but there is ample training data between a closely-
related high-resource language (HRL) and the third language. We take advantage of
the similarities between the HRL and the LRL in order to transform the HRL data into
data similar to the LRL using transliteration. The transliteration models are trained
on transliteration pairs extracted fromWikipedia article titles. Then, we automatically
back-translate monolingual LRL data with the models trained on the transliterated
HRL data and use the resulting parallel corpus to train our final models. Our method
achieves significant improvements in translation quality, close to the results that can
be achieved by a general purpose neural machine translation system trained on a
significant amount of parallel data.Moreover, themethod does not rely on the existence
of any parallel data for training, but attempts to bootstrap already existing resources
in a related language.
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1 Introduction

Human languages contribute significantly to the cultural and linguistic heritage of
humankind. Natural language processing (NLP) can play a significant role in the
survival and further development of all languages by offering state-of-the-art tools
and applications to the speakers. Machine translation (MT) is one such application.
MT can contribute to the rapid spread of vital information, such as in a crisis or
emergency. A notable example is the recent refugee crisis where information has to
be transferred rapidly from a large number of Asian languages (Farsi, Dari, Pashto)
into European Languages and vice versa. However, many of these languages and a
large number of other languages of the world are considered low-resource languages
(LRL), because they lack in linguistic resources, e.g. grammars, POS taggers, corpora.
For MT, the problem is further exacerbated by the lack of large amounts of quality
parallel resources for training MT systems.

A number of methods have been developed to address this challenge, such as pivot-
based approaches and zero-shot translation,which are described in detail in Sect. 2. The
purpose of this paper is to explore an alternative scenario where there is no substantial
readily available parallel data between the LRL and any other language. This paper is
based on two observations. First, many low-resource languages are closely-related to
a language for which there is significant amounts of parallel data, i.e. a high-resource
language (HRL). Second, even though a language might lack in parallel resources, it
is possible that monolingual data is available or can be collected from online news
and other accurate web resources. The goal of this paper is to develop a language
independent method that enables MT for low-resource languages and can be easily
applied, for example in an emergency situation. The method is divided in two steps:

Transliteration HRL→LRL Based on the observation that many closely-related
languages have high vocabulary overlap and almost completely regular ortho-
graphic or morphological differences, we bootstrap existing parallel resources
between the HRL and the third language and use transliteration to transform the
related HRL side of the parallel data so that it resembles the LRL. Since our lan-
guage scenario does not assume any readily available parallel text between the
LRL and any other language, we automatically extract transliteration pairs from
Wikipedia article titles and explore an optional small bilingual glossary of themost
frequent terms.
Back-translation of monolingual LRL dataAlthough a language might lack in par-
allel texts, it is often the case that accurate monolingual online resources, such as
newspapers, and web data from official sources are available. Contrary to phrase-
based statistical MT—where monolingual data forms the language model—in
neural machine translation (NMT) monolingual data is not so easily integrated
without changes to the network architecture. For this reason, we usemodels trained
on the transliterated HRL data to back-translate the monolingual LRL data into the
third language and train our final models with the resulting data. Our assumption
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is that accurate data is more efficient if used on the target side, a question explored
in our work.

The article is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we describe the related work and in
Sect. 3 we explain in detail our method and experimental setting. In Sect. 4 we present
the results of our experiments and in Sect. 5 we conduct a qualitative and quantitative
analysis of the method presented and explore further possibilities for improvement.
The conclusions of our work are presented in Sect. 6.

2 Related work

Ourwork ismotivated by concepts related toMTwithout explicit parallel texts between
the source and target language, but for which resources are created with methods such
as transliteration after cognate extraction and back-translation ofmonolingual corpora.
The related work in these fields is discussed in the sections below.

2.1 Machine translation without direct parallel data

The problem of lack of parallel resources in a language pair is often addressed using
a third language as a pivot (Tiedemann 2012). This entails translating from language
A to an intermediate language I and then to the target language B—a process called
triangulation (Singla et al. 2014). However, this method requires parallel data between
languages A and B, and at least one more language I. Decipherment techniques (Dou
and Knight 2013; Dou et al. 2014) have been used to induce translation lexicons from
non-parallel data and improve translation not only for out-of-vocabulary (OOV)words
but also for observed words. More recently, Zoph et al. (2016) use transfer learning to
enhanceMT for low-resource languages. They first train a high-resource language pair
(the parent model) and then transfer the learned parameters to the low-resource pair
(the child model) to initialize and constrain training, achieving large improvements in
quality. Johnson et al. (2016) have proposed a method for translating betweenmultiple
languages with a single model, using a shared vocabulary and a special token in the
source sentence to specify the target language. They achieve zero-shot translation
between a language pair for which no explicit training data has been seen. Zero-shot
approaches have shown results close to the state-of-the-art while sparing the time and
resources to train separate models for each language pair, but nonetheless rely on
substantial parallel data for a given language, paired with other languages.

Another approach that might prove beneficial for low-resource languages—
although it does not directly involve MT—is SuperPivot (Asgari and Schütze 2017).
Based on a superparallel corpus build from the Parallel Bible Corpus (PBC) in 1169
languages, SuperPivot is able to search for a linguistic feature in any language. Based
on the alignment of a head language to other languages, it projects the head pivot to
a set of pivots and from there to all languages. These linguistic features, if extracted,
can be incorporated in a NMT system and lead to significant improvements in quality,
as shown in Sennrich and Haddow (2016).
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2.2 Transliteration with cognate extraction

Transliteration has long been a subcomponent of MT and consists of the task of
transforming the orthography of a string from one language into another, usually pre-
serving pronunciation (Karimi et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2015). Transliteration has been
successfully used as a back-off especially between languages with different writing
systems, like English↔Arabic (Durrani and Koehn 2014). It is a useful technique
for the cases where MT fails to deal with OOV words, based on the observation that
OOVs quite often constitute named entities, which have similar pronunciation among
many languages.

For closely-related languages, transliteration expands beyond the concept of deal-
ing with OOVs. The similarities among these languages on lexical and syntactic
level enable transliteration methods using cognate extraction to translate between
closely-related languages, improve word alignments (Simard et al. 1993; Bergsma
and Kondrak 2007) or expand the parallel resources for (related) low-resource lan-
guages (Mann and Yarowsky 2001; Hana et al. 2006; Ismail and Manandhar 2010;
Fišer and Ljubešic 2011a, b).

Nakov and Ng (2012) train a phrase-based transliteration model after using string
similarity measures to extract cognates, and concatenate the resulting bi-text with the
bi-text of the low-resource language. Their method produces significant improvements
of +1-3 BLEU points and reduces the amount of LRL parallel data needed to achieve
the same result. Similarly, Currey et al. (2016) apply rule-based transliteration to
enhance SMT for low-resource languages by transforming data from related languages
and adding it to the training data. These approaches combine the transformed data from
the related HRLwith a small parallel corpus from the LRL. Contrary to these previous
approaches, our work aims at utilising only transformed data.

2.3 Monolingual data

Recently, more research has been focusing on the use of monolingual corpora for
NMT. Previous work combines NMT models with separately trained language mod-
els (Gülçehre et al. 2015). Sennrich et al. (2015) show that target-sidemonolingual data
can greatly enhance the decoder model. They do not propose any changes in the net-
work architecture, but rather pair monolingual data with automatic back-translations
and treat it as additional training data. Contrary to this, Zhang and Zong (2016) exploit
source-side monolingual data by employing the neural network to generate the syn-
thetic large-scale parallel data and multi-task learning to predict the translation and
the reordered source-side monolingual sentences simultaneously. Similarly, Jing et al.
(2016) adapt NMT to the very low-resource language pair Mongolian–Chinese by
representing words as lexeme-based sub-words, using an attention mechanism, mono-
lingual data and a NMT correction model. This model is trained separately from the
main model, with machine translated data as source and correct data on the target
side, and acts as a re-translation of the output, with a view to correcting the translation
results into the ‘right’ target language.
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3 Method

The following sections describe the data, the transliteration method employed for
transforming the data from the HRL to the LRL, and the neural MT system workflow
used in our experiments.

3.1 Choice of languages

For the purpose of our experiments, we choseBelarusian as the low-resource language.
According to Lewis et al. (2016), Belarusian or Belorussian is spoken by more than 2
million people in Belarus, Ukraine, Lithuania and Poland. Even though the majority
of Belarusians speak Russian as their first language (L1), there has been an increasing
interest in using Belarusian over the past few years. It is morphologically rich and
linguistically close to Russian and Ukrainian, with transitional dialects to both. Rus-
sian was chosen as the related, high-resource language. Both Russian and Belarusian
belong to the East Slavic family of languages and they share a high degree of mutual
intelligibility. Russian is a good candidate for our task, i.e. translation LRL↔EN
using data from a related HRL, since there is a large amount of training data between
English–Russian.

Since testing the method directly on a low-resource language poses several
challenges, such as absence of readily available test sets and language specific pre-
processing tools, we additionally experiment with a non-low-resource language, as an
extra validation process for our method. In this scenario, Spanish acts as the pseudo-
low-resource language (PS-LRL) and Italian as the closely-related HRL. Spanish and
Italian both belong to the Romance family of Indo-European languages. Spanish has
strong lexical similaritywith Italian (82%) (Lewis et al. 2016). Amongmajor Romance
languages, Spanish and Italian have been found to be the second-closest pair (follow-
ing Spanish and Portuguese) in automatic corpus comparisons (Ciobanu and Dinu
2014) and in comprehension studies (Voigt and Gooskens 2014). One more reason
for choosing Spanish and Italian is to compare our results with the previous work of
Nakov and Ng (2012) and Currey et al. (2016).

3.2 Data

For the low-resource setting, the training data consists of Russian–English data from
WMT2016,1 and theBelarusianmonolingual data is taken fromWeb toCorpus (W2C),
built from texts available on theWeb andWikipedia and is available for a large number
of languages (Majliš and Žabokrtský 2012). In order to provide a proper test scenario,
the development and test sets were compiled from bilingual articles extracted from the
Belarusian Telegraph Agency (BelTA).2 150 articles in Belarusian and English were

1 http://www.statmt.org/wmt16/translation-task.html.
2 http://eng.belta.by.
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Table 1 Datasets used for the low-resource language experiments and their size

Dataset Words Sentences

Train RU–EN Yandex 18.5M 1,196,245

NewsCommentary v11 4.2M

Dev BE–EN BelTA 37k 1546

Test BE–EN BelTA 22k 1006

Test RU–EN newstest2013 56k 3000

Back-trans W2C 23M 1,821,359

(BE monol.)

Train/dev/test bitext corpus sizes are given in words/sentences on the English side

Table 2 Datasets used for the pseudo-low-resource language experiments and their size

Dataset Words Sentences

Train IT–EN Europarl-v7 23M 950,000

Dev ES–EN newstest2009-src 68k 3027

Test ES–IT–EN test2008 54k 2000

Back-trans Europarl-v7 23M 950,000

(ES monol.)

Train/dev/test bitext corpus sizes are given in words/sentences on the English side

manually collected. Then the main text was extracted using the tool Justext,3 dates
were removed and the remaining sentences were written to files one sentence per line.
The bilingual, tokenized text was aligned at sentence level using theHunalign sentence
aligner.4 Since the highest possible quality was required, sentences with a score lower
than 0.4 were excluded and only bisentences (one-to-one alignment segments) were
preserved, for which both the preceding and the following segments were one-to-one.
The number of sentences left in the test set is 1006. The remaining sentences (1547)
were used to create the validation set. Statistics of the data are presented in Tables 1
and 2.

For the pseudo-low-resource scenario, the training data is taken from Europarl
(Koehn 2005). The size of the training data was paired with the size of the training
data for our low-resource language scenario, in order to achieve comparison of results
between the two scenarios.

As a preprocessing step, all data was tokenized using the Moses tokeniser with
the language setting for each of the languages we experiment with. Since there is no
language specific tokeniser for Belarusian, the Belarusian data was tokenised with
Russian language setting. Then, the data was truecased and sentences longer than
50 tokens were ignored. Byte-Pair Encoding (Sennrich et al. 2016) was applied for
subword segmentation to achieve common subword units. The number of merge oper-

3 http://corpus.tools/wiki/Justext.
4 http://mokk.bme.hu/resources/hunalign/.
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ations was set to 50,000. In the low-resource language scenario, BPE was trained
separately for English and jointly for Russian, Belarusian and transliterated Russian,
since the languages have different script. For training BPE jointly, the corpora of the
respective languages were concatenated. The final vocabulary sizes for theWMT data
were 49,292 for Russian, 24,175 for English and 30,850 for Russian transliterated
into Belarusian (BEru), and for the W2C data 46,584 for monolingual Belarusian and
32,042 for back-translated English. For the pseudo-low-resource scenario, BPE was
trained jointly for all languages, i.e. English, Spanish, Italian and transliterated Ital-
ian. The final vocabulary sizes were 25,988 for Italian, 20,079 for English, 29,179
for Italian transliterated into Spanish (ESi t ), 27,040 for the monolingual Spanish and
15,754 for back-translated English.

3.3 Transliteration

In the following sections we present the creation of a bilingual glossary of the most
frequent words in the HRL corpus and their LRL translations, the method of extracting
transliteration pairs and the transliteration system used for transforming the HRL data
into data more similar to the LRL.

3.3.1 Glossary

Although transliteration pairs from Wikipedia articles might be suitable training data
for transliterating named entities, the goal of the presented method is to transliterate
sentential data. After examining the extracted pairs, we noticed that very frequent
words, which are usually function words, are not present in the pairs, which might
deteriorate the transliteration output in the case of sentences. For this purpose, we
created a bilingual glossary containing many of these words.

The 200 most frequent words were extracted from the Russian training corpus and
manually translated into Belarusian by linguists. In cases where multiple translations
were possible, the frequency of the two variants was checked in the Belarusian corpus.
If the difference in frequency was large, the most frequent word was kept. When
the words were equally or almost equally frequent, the more similar word to the
Russian word was kept. Table 3 shows examples of bilingual glossary entries, their
English translation and their frequency. Most of them represent function words. It is
worth noting that most multiple translations were caused by the letter or u, which
is particular to pronunciation in Belarusian. The letter is called the non-syllabic u
because it does not form syllables. When a word beginning with u follows a vowel, it
is replaced by . Following the frequency principle above, the u variants were chosen
in the glossary. As a first step, the glossary was used to substitute the words in the
Russian part of the data with their translations in Belarusian, similar to word-based
translation, in order to obtain an additional baseline for our NMT experiments; later,
it was used as part of the training data for the transliteration system.

The same procedure was followed for creating the glossary for the pseudo-low-
resource language, IT→ES.
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Table 3 Examples of glossary
entries and their frequency in the
Russian corpus

Russian Belarusian Translation Frequency

i i and 771, 273

v u in(to) 761,383

na na on 323,262

s z off/from 237,650

ne ne (n�) not 213,694

qto xto what 210,355

po pa by 146,415

kak �k as 113,104

V u at 103,823

ili ci or 93,674

ego �go him 57,503

tak�e taksama also 56,544

mo�et mo�a can/may 43,636

u�e u�o ( �o) already 20,973

The words in parenthesis are the
alternative translations which
were removed from the glossary

3.3.2 Cognate pair extraction from Wikipedia titles

One of the best-suited sources for obtaining bilingual resources when there is no
explicit parallel text available is Wikipedia. Even ‘small’ languages can have strong
Wikipedia presence. A notable example is Aragonese, with 300 articles per speaker.
The most straightforward way to extract bilingual vocabularies from Wikipedia is
extracting the titles of the articles. Wikipedia dumps offer per-page data, which
includes article IDs and their titles in a particular language and the interlanguage
link records, which include links to articles on the same entity in other languages.
The data was downloaded and the titles extracted as described in the project
wikipedia-parallel-titles.5 Table 4 shows examples of extracted bilingual
entries, their translation into English, and the similarity score based on the Longest
Common Subsequence Ratio (LCSR).

It is clear from Table 4 above that the majority of the titles are Named Entities
referring to the same object, person or abstract notion. In other words, they are words
that have similar orthography and are mutual translations of each other, i.e. cognates
(Melamed 1999; Mann and Yarowsky 2001; Bergsma and Kondrak 2007). Therefore,
the bilingual entries are suitable data to train a transliteration model between Russian
and Belarusian after using string similarity measures to extract transliteration pairs,
as shown in Nakov and Ng (2012).

ForRU→BE, 145,910 titleswere extracted in total. First, the data had to be cleaned.
Indexes preceding the entities, such as Category:, Annex: etc. were erased and then
duplicate entries and entries with Latin, Greek or Asian scripts were removed (11,269
entries). For the Russian part of the extracted data, the format for names was in
many cases Surname, Name, which did not correspond to the Belarusian format Name

5 https://github.com/clab/wikipedia-parallel-titles.
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Table 4 Examples of extracted bilingual entries from Wikipedia articles between Belarusian and Russian
and their translation into English

Belarusian Russian Translation LCSR

Aazis Gadames Gadames Ghadames 0.5600

Avi�cy�ny� Aviacionnye Aviation division of the USSR 0.5870

dyvizii SSSR divizii SSSR

Assembly 0.7222

Transneptunavy Transneptunovy� Trans-neptunian object 0.8605

ab’ekt ob ekt

Vikipedy� Yiddish Wikipedia 0.6471

na id�xy

Zahodn�� E ropa Zapadna� Evropa Western Europe 0.7586

Fed�ral�ny Federal�noe Federal Government of Germany 0.5455

Urad Germanii pravitel�stvo Germanii

Letters in bold represent some regular spelling differences between the languages. Only pairs with LCSR >

0.58 are retained for training the transliteration model

Surname. This would cause the entries to be left out when the similarity measure is
applied. For this reason name and surname were switched. For the Belarusian part,
some entries contained a description after the named entity, e.g. V k ng, f l m, 2016
(Viking, film, 2016)whose equivalent in Russianwas simplyViking (Viking). For the
reason mentioned above, the description was removed too and only the first part of the
entry was kept. As a similarity measure, we chose the Longest Common Subsequence
Ratio (LCSR) (Melamed 1999), which is defined as follows:

LCSR(s1, s2) = |LCS(s1, s2)|
max(|s1|, |s2|) (1)

where LCS(s1,s2) is the longest common subsequence of strings s1 and s2 and |s| is
the length of string s.

Following Kondrak et al. (2003), we retained only pairs of entities with LCSR>

0.58, a value they found to be useful for cognate extraction in many language pairs.
We also retained pairs without spelling differences, i.e. with LCSR= 1. The remain-
ing transliteration pairs were 80,608. This was further split into train (78,608 pairs),
development (1000 pairs) and test (1000 pairs) set. The data was further tokenized.

It should be noted that the preprocessing method described above was followed to
achieve the best possible quality of transliteration pairs while at the same time preserve
as many pairs as possible for training. If LCSR is applied directly on the extracted
titles, without any other preprocessing, only 70,911 titles in Cyrillic script are left for
training, development and testing.
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Fig. 1 Example of a bilingual title pair split into characters

The same procedure was followed in the pseudo-low-resource scenario, for extract-
ing pairs IT→ES, allowing us to obtain 409,582 pairs after applying the data cleaning
techniques mentioned above. This was further split into train (407,582 pairs), devel-
opment (1000 pairs) and test (1000 pairs) set.

The resulting bilingual titles were tokenised and split into characters. Special word-
initial and word-final symbols (∧ and $ ) were introduced to mark word boundaries,
as shown in Fig. 1.

Then, transliteration was applied to the sentences of the related HRL data, i.e. the
Russian part of the EN–RU corpus, and the Italian part of the EN–IT corpus. In order
to transliterate the sentences, the data had to be split into characters too. In addition,
the text was split one word per line, since the system was trained on short titles and
therefore unable to translate long sequences. A special end-of-sentence token (〈end〉)
was introduced to restore the original sentence alignment with the English part of the
parallel data.

3.3.3 Transliteration system

The system chosen for the purpose of the experiments is OpenNMT, an open-source
neural MT system utilising the Torch toolkit (Klein et al. 2017). The RNNs consisted
of two layers of 500-node LSTMs, with 500-node embeddings on the source and target
sides. For optimisation, Adam was used for training with a minibatch size of 64 and
a learning rate of 0.002. We trained the models for 10 epochs and conducted two
experimental runs, one with a bidirectional encoder and one without. We evaluated
the model transliterating the titles test set as well as a test set with full sentences. The
results of the transliteration experiments are presented in Sect. 5.1.

3.4 Neural machine translation system

For the translation system, we used the same attention-based NMT system that we
used for our transliteration experiments. We trained the sequence-to-sequence mod-
els with global attention and a 2-layer LSTM with 500 hidden units each on both the
encoder/decoder with the same optimisation parameters as in the transliteration exper-
iments. Drop-out was set to 0.3 and vocabulary size to 50,000. Models were trained
for 7 epochs, after which we did not observe large improvements on the development
set. We propose a method for integrating the monolingual data from the low-resource
language without any changes in the system architecture, presented in Fig. 2.

Our final goal is to create a system for translating from the third language (English)
into LRL language. Since there is no readily available parallel data for training such
a system, we exploit the RU–EN data and train two systems, as seen in Fig. 2. The
steps are the following:
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Fig. 2 Experimental work-flow
for the NMT system

1. After training the transliteration system as described in Sect. 3.3, transform the
HRL–EN (RU–EN) data to LRL–EN (BEru–EN) data.

2. With the transliterated data, train a BE→EN MT system (System 1).
3. Translate monolingual LRL data (BEmon) into English, using System 1.
4. Train our final system (System 2) to translate from English into the LRL

(EN→BE), using the parallel corpus generated from System 1; i.e. the mono-
lingual LRL data and the machine-generated English (BEmon–EN′).

System 2 can also be used to translate from the LRL into English, however, we expect
that target-side monolingual data of high quality will be more beneficial, a question
explored in Sect. 5.

For evaluation, BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002) was calculated on tokenised output.
Because our method involves transliteration, which is applied at a character level, we
found it also useful to evaluate the output with character-based metrics, which reward
some translations even if themorphology is not completely correct. For this reason, we
additionally report BEER (Stanojević and Sima’an 2014) and chrF3 (Popović 2015)
scores.

4 Experiments

In the following sections we present the experiments carried out. First, we describe the
baseline system for the low-resource and the pseudo-low-resource language scenario.
Then, we perform experiments to explore (1) the effect of our transliteration method
applied on the training data and (2) the use of monolingual LRL data.

4.1 Baseline system

In the baseline, we used the following setups: First, we trained models on the related
HRL data without any transformation. Then, we applied simple word substitution
HRL→LRLusing the glossary to establishwhether aminimum transformationwould
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Table 5 Results for the baseline systems RU↔EN and BEru ↔EN after training for 7 epochs

Train Test BLEU BEER chrF3

RU→EN RU→EN 17.36 0.495 0.447

RU→EN BE→EN 1.19 0.285 0.129

BEru →EN (GLOS) RU→EN 6.00 0.381 0.262

BEru →EN (GLOS) BE→EN 1.36 0.320 0.209

EN→RU EN→RU 15.68 0.476 0.416

EN→RU EN→BE 1.23 0.318 0.202

EN→BEru (GLOS) EN→RU 0.67 0.367 0.290

EN→BEru (GLOS) EN→BE 0.35 0.315 0.210

GLOS refers to the minimum transformation of the HRL data by word substitution using only the bilingual
glossary

affect the quality of the output and in which way. We evaluated both with an HRL–EN
and an LRL–EN test set in order to determine whether the transformed data is more
‘HRL-like’ or ‘LRL-like’. Unfortunately, the test sets between Russian and Belarusian
are not parallel, which does not allow an accurate comparison, but this is explored in
the pseudo-low-resource scenario.

4.1.1 Low-resource language EN↔BE

For the low-resource scenario, the results for the models are shown in Table 5. For
the into-English direction, the model trained on non-transformed HRL data scores
high when evaluated on RU–EN. However, the scores for evaluation with BE–EN
are very low. This suggests that even though they have the same script, Russian and
Belarusian still have important differences in spelling, syntax and vocabulary. When
word substitution is performed using the glossary (GLOS), the scores for testing on
BE–EN improve only slightly, while the quality detriments for testing on RU–EN.
Despite this, the scores for RU–EN are still higher than for BE–EN. It seems that the
minimum transformation with the glossary only inserts noise in the training data and
therefore is not sufficient to achieve improvements in the translation output. This can
also be attributed to the morphological complexity of Belarusian, which implies that
even thought the translations in the glossary are correct, the morphology is not and
therefore simple word substitution is too naive to achieve improvements.

The same tendency is observed in the opposite direction, i.e. EN→LRL. There
is one difference; the score for the minimum transformation and testing on EN–RU
drops and is almost equal to testing with EN–BE. While in the into-English direction
the transformation on the source side affected the quality of the output, the effect was
much larger for the target side. This shows the importance of quality target-side data
and supports our assumption of using monolingual instead of transformed data on the
target side.
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Table 6 Results for the baseline
systems IT→EN and
ESi t →EN after training for 7
epochs

Train Test BLEU Beer chrF3

IT→EN IT→EN 27.86 0.600 0.543

IT→EN ES→EN 3.64 0.339 0.202

ESi t →EN (GLOS) IT→EN 21.68 0.554 0.488

ESi t →EN (GLOS) ES→EN 6.69 0.409 0.306

ESi t →EN (RB) IT→EN 7.10 0.413 0.303

ESi t →EN (RB) ES→EN 9.09 0.436 0.327

EN→ IT EN→IT 23.59 0.582 0.551

EN→ IT EN→ES 1.76 0.332 0.264

EN→ESi t (GLOS) EN→ IT 7.03 0.493 0.457

EN→ESi t (GLOS) EN→ES 6.27 0.452 0.368

EN→ESi t (RB) EN→ IT 2.99 0.431 0.359

EN→ESi t (RB) EN→ES 8.08 0.473 0.391

GLOS refers to the minimum
transformation of the HRL data
by word substitution using only
the bilingual glossary. RB refers
to the rule-based transliteration

4.1.2 Pseudo-low-resource language EN↔ES

In the pseudo-low-resource language scenario, we experimented with two types of
transformations, in addition to the non-transformed baseline. First, we only applied
word substitution using the glossary, as in the low-resource scenario. Then, we used
the rule-based substitution proposed by Currey et al. (2016), which consists of 50
string substitution rules in combination with the glossary of the 200 most-frequent
words. The results are presented in Table 6.

In this case, the test sets are parallel in all languages involved (HRL, LRL, third
language), which allows us a more accurate comparison. As in the low-resource sce-
nario, training with non-transformed data scores very low for EN–ES while results
close to the state-of-the-art are achieved for evaluation with EN–IT. The rule-based
transliteration method is more sophisticated than the simple word substitution with
the glossary, which leads to further improvements.

4.2 Low-resource languages: Belarusian↔English using Russian

This section presents the results achieved for the experiments Belarusian↔English
using Russian. It is divided in two parts; first, we explore the efficiency of the translit-
eration method in a NMT application (System 1), and second, we experiment with
back-translating monolingual LRL data with System 1 and using the resulting parallel
corpus to train our final models (System 2).

4.2.1 Belarusian↔English using transliterated Russian

The experiments described in this section consist of applying the transliterationmodels
(see Sect. 3.3) to transform the data from theHRL into data similar to theLRL (LRLhrl -
EN). Results are shown in Table 7. Using this method, we achieve an improvement
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of approximately 4 BLEU points for EN→BE and 9 points for BE→EN over the
non-transformed baseline. Again, having non-transformed data on the target side is
more beneficial for the models.

4.2.2 Belarusian↔English using back-translated monolingual Belarusian data

As a second step, the monolingual LRL data was translated into English using the
models trained in Sect. 4.2.1, in order to generate parallel data between the LRL
and English. Results are shown in Table 7. In this case, the English side of the data
is machine-generated and therefore, its quality is not optimal. As a result, there is a
decrease of 1BLEUpoint between theBE→EN′ model usingmonolingualBelarusian
data and machine-translated English (MONO), and the BEru →EN model where
HRL data is transliterated and the target EN is original (TRANSLIT). However, the
BE→EN′ model still scores higher than the EN′ →BE model, even though there is
an improvement of 2 BLEU points for using monolingual BE data over transliterated
BEru . It is also worth noticing the scores from the other twometrics apart fromBLEU.
Although there is a BLEU score improvement of 2 points for the EN′ →BE case, the
scores for BEER and chrF3 are almost the same. Contrary to this, in the BE→EN′
direction, the difference in these scores is larger, even though the difference in BLEU
score is smaller. This can be attributed to the fact that BEER and chrF3 take into
account character n-grams, while BLEU does not. All scores show a similar tendency
inside the same direction. However, BLEU does not agree with the other two metrics
in the (MONO) experiment, where BLEU rewards the BE→EN′ direction while with
BEER and chrF3 the opposite direction scores higher.

All in all, the method presented in this paper led to significant improvements,
but when the results for the low-resource scenario are compared with the results of
the pseudo-low-resource languages, the former are lower. This can be attributed to a
number of factors. First, the number of transliteration pairs extracted is small andmight
not have been sufficient to transform the HRL data accurately. Another factor is the
quality of the monolingual data. Even though it is original Belarusian language data,
the W2C corpus is built exclusively from web data and often contains missing words,
multiple punctuation marks, etc. A corpus built from texts from official newspapers
andwebsites could lead to better performance. It is also possible that the automatically-
aligned test set contains some misaligned sentences, which would reduce the score

Table 7 Results for systems BE↔EN after training for 7 epochs

Train Test BLEU BEER chrF3

EN→BEru (TRANSLIT) EN→BE 5.31 0.428 0.358

BEru →EN (TRANSLIT) BE→EN 10.83 0.439 0.342

EN′ →BE (MONO) EN→BE 7.73 0.429 0.360

BE→EN′ (MONO) BE→EN 9.82 0.421 0.313

TRANSLIT refers to System 1, where the related HRL data is transliterated (BEru ) and the model is trained
with the resulting parallel data. MONO refers to System 2, where monolingual LRL data is back-translated
and the model is trained with the resulting parallel data
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even for correct translations. Lastly, the morphological complexity of the languages
in this scenario poses an additional challenge for our models.

4.3 Pseudo-low-resource languages: Spanish↔English using Italian

The following sections report the results of the experiments performedwith the pseudo-
low-resource languages.

4.3.1 Spanish↔English using transliterated Italian

Even larger improvements are achieved for the pseudo-low-resource language sce-
nario. Results are shown in Table 8. Here, our transliteration method leads to the
transformation of the HRL data to a greater extent and into data that is more similar
to the LRL. This claim is supported by the very low scores for testing with EN↔ IT.
The scores achieved here are higher compared to the scores of the low-resource lan-
guage scenario. A possible reason for this could be the larger amount of training data
for transliteration, since the number of transliteration pairs for IT→ES is four times
larger than for RU→BE.

Using the transliteration method proposed in this work, we obtain an increase of 4
BLEU points for EN→ESi t and 3.5 points for ESi t →EN over transliterating with
the rule-based method proposed by Currey et al. (2016). Additionally, we restrict the
human effort to creating the glossary, instead of drafting rules separately for each
language pair.

4.3.2 Spanish↔English using back-translated monolingual Spanish data

The results achieved for the models using back-translated monolingual ES for training
are close to results that are possible to achieve with NMT systems using original, non-
transformed data. The EN′ →ES direction improves by +4 BLEU points over the
setting with the transliterated Spanish data (ESi t ), showing that incorporating the
non-synthetic monolingual data on the target enhances greatly the translation output.

Table 8 Results for systems ES↔EN after training for 7 epochs

Train Test BLEU BEER chrF3

EN→ESi t (TRANSLIT) EN→ES 12.20 0.497 0.430

EN→ESi t (TRANSLIT) EN→ IT 2.50 0.414 0.335

ESi t →EN (TRANSLIT) ES→EN 13.67 0.488 0.406

ESi t →EN (TRANSLIT) IT→EN 5.70 0.391 0.272

ES→EN′ (MONO) ES→EN 13.45 0.479 0.388

EN′ →ES (MONO) EN→ES 18.59 0.529 0.463

TRANSLIT refers to System 1, where the related HRL data is transliterated (ESi t ) and the model is trained
with the resulting parallel data. MONO refers to System 2, where monolingual LRL data is back-translated
and the model is trained with the resulting parallel data
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For the ES→EN′ direction, there is a slight drop, similar to the low-resource language
scenario.

The results obtained with the method described in this paper are lower than the ones
mentioned in Nakov and Ng (2012) and Currey et al. (2016). However, the results are
to a great extend incomparable due to a number of factors. Nakov and Ng (2012) (1)
created their training/dev/test dataset out of Europarl v.3, while our training data is a
part of Europarl v.7 and the trilingual test set comes fromWMT; (2) they only perform
experiments Spanish→English, while our main objective is to improve MT into the
LRL; (3) we use 23M words IT–EN for training instead of 44M and (4) they use a
small amount of parallel data ES–ENwhich they enhancewith additional transliterated
data.

Currey et al. (2016) use a vary small amount of training data; 30k sentences of
Spanish parallel data, aided by 30k of transliterated Italian and 30k of transliterated
Portuguese, and a Spanish language model of 14M sentences, which could have ’fil-
tered’ out somemistransliterations. Training/dev/test data was obtained from the same
source as for Nakov and Ng (2012). Their experimental results show a slight improve-
ment over baseline, which is significant only for enhancing the translation model with
two related languages (+0.24BLEUpoints), whilewhen using only Italian data there is
no improvement. When training our model with transliterated data using our proposed
transliteration method (TRANSLIT) we achieve an increase of +4 BLEU points over
using data transliterated with the rule-based transliteration method. A total increase of
+10 BLEU points over their method was reached when back-translated monolingual
data was used to train the model (MONO), which is a large improvement compared
to the previous work.

It should be noted that both approaches rely heavily on the existence of someparallel
data, starting with a minimum of 10k sentences. For most low-resource languages,
even this small amount of data is hard to obtain. Instead, our method deals with
extreme cases of low-resource languages by developing parallel data from scratch. In
the analysis of our work, we attempt to integrate very small amounts of parallel data,
to determine the effect on the translation output (see Sect. 5).

5 Analysis

5.1 Transliteration

For the transliteration systemwe experimented with several settings.We found that the
best results were achieved when training a sequence-to-sequence LSTMmodel with a
bidirectional encoder and global attention after splitting the input into characters. We
trained the system for 10 epochs, after which we did not observe any improvement on
the development set. For RU→BE tuning BLEU was 94% and for IT→ES 95%, a
value comparable to the one reported by Nakov and Ng (2012) (94.92%). The glossary
of the 200most frequent words gave further small improvements to the performance of
the transliteration only in earlier epochs, but we show below that it could be valuable
for transliterating sentences.
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Fig. 3 Example of a Russian sentence transliterated into Belarusian and the original Belarusian sentence

Fig. 4 Example of an Italian sentence transliterated into Spanish with our method and themethod proposed
by Currey et al. (2016) and the original Spanish sentence

In order to explore whether the approach described above can be applied to achieve
our final goal in this part, i.e. transliterating sentential data from a related language,
we present some quantitative results along with the automatic evaluation. The first
sentence of Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is transliterated
from the related HRL into the LRL with our best model and compared to the official
translation in the target language. The sentences are presented in Figs. 3 and 4.

At first sight, the original Russian and Belarusian sentences have an exact string
match of only one word. However, their structure is similar and they contain a large
number of cognates. If we ignore the orthographic differences, the actual vocabulary
overlap is almost 70%. After applying our transliteration, the vocabulary overlap at
the individual word level increases from 9% to 45%. It is worth nothing the changes
at a character-level. Character error rate (CER) is 53% and BLEU at a character level
41% even thought regular word-level BLEU score does not reward any similarities in
the sentence. Moreover, the model was able to distinguish the cases when the Russian
“i” – which is not present in the Belarusian alphabet – is transliterated as either “i”
or “Zi”. On the other hand, when transliterating the word svobodnymi (free) the
model inserted an error, the character “y” instead of preserving the “c”, producing
uvabodnymi.

For the Italian→Spanish transliteration, we observe a 67% vocabulary overlap
after applying our model, compared to a 0% vocabulary overlap for the untransformed
sentences. It seems that some regular spelling differences, such as the adjective ending
-i to -os or -es, are successfully modelled. On the other hand, the rule-based method
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Table 9 Scores for different data selection options for transliteration IT→ES and in comparison with the
rule-based transliteration by (Currey et al. 2016)

Train Test BLEU WER BEER chrF3

LCSR>0.58+ 1xGlos Newstest 12.14 0.744 0.489 0.432

LCSR>0.58+ 10xGlos Newstest 15.08 0.699 0.512 0.453

1>LCSR>0.58+ 1xGlos Newstest 11.47 0.732 0.502 0.442

1>LCSR>0.58+ 10xGlos Newstest 13.63 0.710 0.516 0.459

Rule-based Newstest 10.38 0.727 0.495 0.422

LCSR>0.58+ 1xGlos Titles 74.12 0.107 0.841 0.919

LCSR>0.58+ 10xGlos Titles 73.91 0.109 0.839 0.916

1>LCSR>0.58+ 1xGlos Titles 47.64 0.333 0.740 0.831

1>LCSR>0.58+ 10xGlos Titles 48.97 0.320 0.739 0.830

Rule-based Titles 36.70 0.331 0.719 0.757

All scores are calculated after post-processing the output into words

transforms some words correctly, but introduces several errors, such as the transfor-
mation of the word umani in nines instead of humanos or does not take some words
into account, e.g. liberi is left untransliterated.

In the pseudo-low-resource language scenario, the trilingual (IT, ES, EN) test set
available allowed us to test different data selection and concatenation options.Wewish
to establish whether adding more weight to the glossary and preserving transliteration
pairs without spelling differences is beneficial to transliterating sentences. For this
reason, we additionally experimented with (1) concatenating the glossary x10 with
the training data and (2) excluding pairs without any spelling differences (140,278
remaining pairs).

Table 9 shows the results for transliteration with different data selection options.
The glossary might not have yielded any improvement for transliterating the titles,
but it proved useful in the case of sentences. The best scores for transliterating sen-
tences according to the two character-based metrics were achieved when pairs without
spelling differences are preserved and the glossary is concatenated x10 with the train-
ing data, even though BLEU andWord Error Rate (WER) score favour preserving only
pairs with spelling differences. This effect could simply have been caused by the exis-
tence of significantly more training data. The results suggest that for closely-related
languages, simple methods, such as transliteration, might be sufficient for achieving
quality output. Additionally, we report results after applying the transliterationmethod
proposed by Currey et al. (2016) on the same test sets. For both test sets, the rule-based
method scores significantly lower for all metrics.

5.2 Effect of parallel data

We explore whether the presence of a very small amount of parallel data between the
low-resource language and the third language can significantly enhance the quality
of the output and what is the most effective method to exploit the parallel data. To
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Fig. 5 BLEU scores for different parallel corpus (EN→ES) sizes and methods

determine the effect of such small amounts of parallel data, we used 100, 300, 1k,
3k, 10k and 30k sentences of parallel text, strictly distinct from the data used so
far, in further experimental runs. The parallel data was combined with the data for
training System 2, i.e. the monolingual LRL and the machine-translated English data.
We experimented with two different ways of incorporating the parallel data into the
models: concatenating the parallel corpus; and using transfer learning, i.e. training the
existing models for further epochs with the parallel corpus. For transfer learning, the
models were first trained with the EN′ →ES data for 7 epochs and then training was
resumed with the small parallel EN→ES data.

The results for training with the concatenation and the transfer learningmethods for
10 epochs are shown in Fig. 5 and compared to the setting without any parallel data.
The concatenation did not yield any significant improvements on the BLEU score.
The largest improvement was of +0.2 BLEU points for concatenating the 10k corpus
with the training data. On the contrary, the transfer learning method (TF) significantly
improved the quality parallel corpus sizes above 1k, but not with the very small sizes
of 100 and 300 sentences. In addition, we observe that larger parallel corpus sizes
require longer training with the transfer learning method, as can be seen with the
30k corpus size. Figure 6 shows the effect of the each parallel data size for different
numbers of epochs for transfer learning.

Another question related to the use of parallel data, which can also prove the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method, is how much parallel data between the LRL and EN
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Fig. 6 BLEU scores for different parallel corpus (EN→ES) sizes and epochs for using transfer learning

Fig. 7 Size of parallel data EN→ES required to achieve our best model’s score

would be required to achieve the same results. One might argue that the method is
complex and training NMT systems is too time-consuming, and that the same effort
could have been used to collect or create parallel data. However, Fig. 7 shows that
for EN→ES the same scores are achieved with around 2.7M words of training data.
This is a significant amount of data that cannot be collected in a short time, especially
for LRLs. To give a measure of the amount of data required, we provide the follow-
ing example: In order to translate this amount of data, a professional translator with
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the average daily capacity of 2500 words/day would need 1080 days. This clearly
shows that the proposed method can be efficient for the extreme cases of low-resource
languages.

6 Conclusion

Enabling MT for low-resource languages poses several challenges due to the lack of
parallel resources available for training. In this paper, we present a language-inde-
pendent method that enables MT for low-resource languages for which no parallel
data is available between the LRL and any other language. We take advantage of the
similarities between a closely-related HRL and the LRL in order to transform the
HRL data into data similar to the LRL. For this purpose, we train neural transliteration
models with transliteration pairs extracted fromWikipedia article titles and a glossary
of the 200 most frequent words in the HRL corpus. Then, we automatically back-
translatemonolingual LRL data with themodels trained on the transliteratedHRL data
and use the resulting parallel corpus to train our final models. Our method achieves
significant improvements in MT quality, especially when original quality data is used
on the target side. Additional experiments in the pseudo-LRL scenario revealed that
there is potential to achieve qualityMT if sufficient transliteration pairs are available, as
well as high quality monolingual corpora and accurate test sets for evaluation. Finally,
we showed that the existence of parallel corpora can lead to further improvements for
a size larger than 1000 sentences with the transfer learning method. In general, the
proposed method could be used to contribute to spreading vital information in disaster
and emergency scenarios.
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